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Abstract

Coordination Artifacts are first-class software entities that encapsulate an abstract communication pattern either among Agents or between an Agent and its environment. By separating these Coordination Artifacts from Agent implementations, both are simplified and acquire a nearly parallel structure. Coordination Artifacts provide an ideal means for dealing with systemic issues, including survivability, allowing the remaining Agent code to focus solely on its domain/business logic. Coordination Artifacts can be implemented as a small set of extensions to the existing Cougaar Agent middleware. In this paper, we present a design for Coordination Artifacts and their implementation in Cougaar.

1. Introduction

Coordination Artifacts (CAs) are first-class entities that encapsulate an abstract communication pattern either among Agents or between an Agent and its environment. They are designed to separate communication mechanisms from the domain-specific work of any given Agent[1, 2]. The new objects that encapsulate these communication patterns provide a clear locus for dealing with systemic issues such as security, reliability, and performance. In particular, a Coordination Artifact’s inherent properties (specialization, encapsulation, malleability, and controllability [3]) provide the necessary support for handling adaptation to changes in Quality of Service (QoS) requirements or resource constraints. That is, Coordination Artifacts can be QoS-adaptive if they change their behavior to overcome resource constraints and meet QoS requirements.

Because systemic concerns can be handled in the Coordination Artifacts, the remaining Agent code can restrict itself to domain issues. Domain logic can be represented in the Agent in the form of relationships among the states of the roles it plays in various Coordination Artifacts. Patterns in these relationships can then trigger domain data processing, i.e., purely procedural code executed locally. Coordination Artifacts have a similar logical level, but the data processing in this is distributed and must therefore be relatively simple.

In this paper we describe an architecture and a working implementation of Coordination Artifacts that supports QoS-adaptive features. We show how Artifacts can adjust their behavior dynamically to meet QoS requirements within the constraints of the available resources, thereby improving survivability. We will use an existing Agent environment, the Cognitive Agent Architecture (Cougaar) [4], to illustrate the construction of Coordination Artifacts. Cougaar has many middleware services that can be combined in various ad hoc ways to implement Coordination-like behavior Artifacts, but has no direct support for Coordination Artifacts as such. We will present a set of extensions to Cougaar that provide that support in an organized way.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 defines the key concepts of Coordination Artifacts, augmented by an overview of our extensions. Section 3 presents a useful duality of structure between Coordination Artifacts and Agents. Sections 4-6 describe our implementation of Coordination Artifacts, including an overview of the existing Cougaar architecture and a description of how it can be extended to support Coordination Artifacts. Section 7 looks at Coordination Artifacts from a life-cycle perspective, and examines the kinds of QoS-adaptation that can be added to each phase. Section 8 looks at Coordination Artifacts from the environmental perspective. The final four sections fill out the picture: an example (9), a brief analysis of the overhead introduced by CAs (10), related work (11), and conclusions (12).

2. Definition of the Coordination Artifact

Coordination Artifacts are infrastructure abstractions that support Objective communications. As described in existing literature, Coordination Artifacts have these key features: specialization, encapsulation, malleability, and controllability -- features that are foreign (and sometime contrary) to Agents[3]. “The most obvious embodiment of the notion of artifact for Agent coordination is represented by a dedicated abstraction, provided at design time by the coordination model, and enacted at runtime by the corresponding coordination infrastructure.”[5] Coordination Artifacts are therefore first-class entities on a par with Agents.

In the basic model, a Coordination Artifact is characterized by having (i) a set of interfaces which can be accessed by Agents (ii) a local shared state between the Coordination Artifact and an Agent (iii) a coordination behavior specification, in which to describe the artifact’s formal behavior[3]. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a Coordination Artifact.
We extend this model slightly by assuming that Coordination Artifacts explicitly define a set Roles, where a Role is simply a well-defined interface to the Artifact. The notion of a Role makes the abstract conception of “operating instructions” more concrete: a client of a Coordination Artifact always plays a specific Role relative to that Artifact, which the client indicates when it binds to the Artifact. Clients, in other words, are Role Players. Each Role in any given Artifact can potentially be played by any number of clients. With this extension, the behavior of a Coordination Artifact can be described as consisting of actions affecting the shared state among its Roles. Borrowing some terminology, a Facet of a Coordination Artifact is the code that implements a single connection to a given Role, and a Receptacle is the client’s interface to that facet.

![Figure 2: Coordination Artifact Characteristics](image)

The primary advantage of treating Coordination Artifacts as first-class entities is that the instances provide an ideal site for dealing with systemic issues in communications. Extending Coordination Artifacts to make them QoS-adaptive enables them to react to the constraints imposed by the physical environment. This may require specializing a generic coordination pattern into a customized component. This context-specific Coordination Artifact uses specialized knowledge about the expected coordination behavior and run-time knowledge about the resource constraints to pick the best implementation strategy to meet the situation.

In general, Coordination Artifacts are designed to operate across Agents to implement a specific systemic concern. This is analogous to a cross-cut in Aspect Oriented Programming. Just as an Aspect cross-cuts the dominant Object Oriented decomposition, so an Artifact cross-cuts the Agent “decomposition” of a society. The resulting advantages are likewise analogous to the advantages of dealing with system issues via AOP[6].

An Agent can use Coordination Artifacts to interact with other Agents or with the environment itself. As such, the Agent becomes a hub of activity for processing information presented to and extracted from Coordination Artifacts. The Agent does not have to worry about the mechanics of coordination, which allows it to concentrate on its domain processing. Figure 3 shows an Agent’s various Coordination Artifacts.

### 3. Dual Nature of Coordination Rules

The introduction of Coordination Artifacts creates a duality within the society. Once the Artifact’s coordination logic is abstracted from the Agent code, the Agent’s business/domain logic can also be described as actions affecting the shared state among its Roles. In this case, the Roles are those played by the Agent in each of the Artifacts to which it is connected. We refer to this abstract behavior as Coordination Rules. Both Coordination Artifacts and Agents therefore implement behavior that can be represented in Coordination Rules.

The coordinating logic of an abstract set of Coordination Rules primarily involves dependencies between Roles and actions to be taken when particular collections of dependencies are active at any given time. Declarative rule languages are ideally suited to this form of expression. The use of a rule language has several advantages. First and foremost, rules expose the logical dependency structure much more clearly than a procedural language. They present sets of dependencies together instead of distributing them through procedural (if/then) statements. Also, the fact-based pattern matching used in rule systems does not, in general, care about the order in which facts are asserted. This relieves the programmer of a considerable bookkeeping chore when the exact order in which new information enters the system is not known a priori. Rule engines also have an intrinsic modularity that can be very useful in the context of dynamic adaptation: the behavior of a collection of Rules can be modified dynamically by adding Rules, without any need to modify existing ones. Finally, Rules have useful formal characteristics, although we have not take advantage of them to date: they can be modeled, analyzed offline, and used to generate efficient runtime code[7].

![Figure 3 Agent Processing Data from Coordination Artifacts](image)
abstract logic written in Jess can call out to data processing written in Java, can be seen in the example below in section 9.

So far we have emphasized the structural similarities between two kinds of Coordination Rules, but there are important differences in their implementations. An Agent is a locally self-contained object. It might have to do arbitrarily complex domain processing, but all of this processing is co-resident. Agents do not, in general, have to worry about QoS requirements and other systemic issues for their internal data processing. Conversely, Coordination Artifacts are distributed entities. Data processing in a Coordination Artifact is relatively simple because this processing deals almost exclusively with data transfer and translation. At the same time, this processing is heavily affected by systemic issues, including quality of service concerns. The ability to adapt to changes in QoS requirements becomes increasingly important, not only to the effectiveness of the Artifact, but to its performance as the society scales to hundreds or thousands of Agents.

These differences and similarities have some implications on the organization of Agent code when the infrastructure supports Coordination Artifacts. Agents will now primarily be designed as interrelated sets of coordinations among the various Roles they play. In Cougaar and other systems that use Blackboards, this in turn has implications for the Agent’s style of interaction with its Blackboard. The entities on the Blackboard can now be partitioned in fact-bases, with one fact-base per Role. The fundamental logic of any given Agent then becomes a collection of Rules that coordinate among the fact-bases representing Role-specific subsets of Blackboard entities. In other words, Agent logic becomes a matter of detecting patterns across multiple Roles and their associated Artifacts, and triggering domain specific actions based on those pattern matches. An example of this kind of coordination can be seen below.

4. Existing Cougaar Infrastructure

Taking a step sideways, this section will review those parts of the Cougaar middleware infrastructure that can be used in the construction of Coordination Artifacts. The following section will describe more specifically how the architecture described above was realized in Cougaar.

Cougaar has been used in the construction of large-scale distributed Agent-based systems[4, 9, 10]. Cougaar provides a comprehensive infrastructure for developing robust societies of distributed Agents, with support for security and scalability built in. Several kinds of components in Cougaar are useful as building blocks for Coordination Artifacts. More specifically, these include Blackboard-based data representation and message routers[6].

Cougaar Agents communicate via a publish-and-subscribe mechanism, implemented in each Agent as a membership-transactional Blackboard with predicate-based publish/subscribe semantics. Logically, the Blackboard is an arbitrary collection of objects. Communication Plugins called Logic Providers subscribe to the Blackboard and look for objects that should be transferred to other Agents’ Blackboards. Logic Providers come in many types, each with domain-specific behavior for moving objects between Blackboards. For example, a simple relay Logic Provider might merely copy an object to all Agents in a Community. The task/allocator Logic Provider will request an allocation from a remote Agent, and also predict the allocation before it officially arrives. This allows the allocation to be rescinded, allowing for recovery if either Agent fails.

Logic providers use a Cougaar service called Message Transport Service (MTS) to send messages between Agents. The MTS takes care of all the communications’ details, and Logic Providers treat the MTS as a reliable message transport. The Metrics Service monitors the underlying computer, storage, and communication resources. For example when special network management support is available, the Metrics Service can determine whether a communication path is available to a remote Agent without sending test messages. The MTS adjusts the behavior of its protocols based on the resource constraints exposed by the Metrics Service.

Cougaar is component-based middleware closely modeled on Java Beans Bean Context API[11]. It supports Service Oriented Architecture: in general; inter-component communication happens via services. The implementation of a service is provided by a Service Provider, which registers its services with a Service Broker at any level of the component hierarchy.

Cougaar adds layers of insulation to this Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in two ways. Binders between parent and child Components control which services are offered to the child, and in what form they’re offered. In addition, Service Proxies can be introduced between server and client objects. These proxies can be simple forwarders, or can implement arbitrarily complex adaptive behavior.

![Figure 4: Cougaar Component Model](image-url)
QoS-adaptation happens at each component layer. For example, the Blackboard object can be tagged with a QoS requirement for a lifespan. If a Logic Provider cannot send a message to the remote Agent within the lifespan, the object is removed from the Blackboard and the message is flushed from the message transport. Cougaar infrastructure has many other components to help implement QoS-adaptation[9]. Some common examples follow. The Cougaar service discovery mechanism is a mechanism for finding an Agent that offers a service. Through service discovery, other services can be contracted upon the request of any Agent with access to the service. The distributed Yellow Pages Service (YP) in Cougaar helps to prevent bottlenecks and to balance workload. An Agent’s information can be contained in multiple YP Servers for retrieval later. The Metrics Service provides information regarding resource consumption and performance measures. The Metrics Service especially provides necessary systemic information to be used by the sensors in a QoS-adaptive Coordination Artifact, potentially initiating some level of control over its data.

Figure 4 shows how Plugins can be composed into an ad hoc Coordinations using these mechanisms. The Blackboard fulfills the function of the “pool of facts” for each Role. Blackboard objects can be tagged with a Role and a Community. This effectively partitions the Blackboard into pools associated with each logical Coordination. The Plugins convert the underlying infrastructure components from an SOA model into a Blackboard model. The infrastructure components interface to the non-Agent system, the physical environment, or other Agents. These components form a kind of connectionless Coordination, since they can be generated and removed dynamically, and they are not explicitly named.

Ad hoc Coordinations of the kind described above have been shown to work in large control societies created for the Ultralog[10] system. The Ultralog project created control societies for managing the security and robustness of a large distributed logistics application, with over 1000 Agents running on over 100 hosts. In one of the evaluations of Ultralog, testers removed 45% of its computer and networking resources. Despite this loss, the control society was able to reconstruct the failed logistics society Agents, and the society continued to process the application. Part of the success of creating a robust logistics society was due to the use of the distributed Blackboard for communication between Agents[12].

5. Extending Cougaar Infrastructure to Implement the Architecture

In the previous section we looked at some parts of Cougaar that could be assembled into ad hoc Coordinations. Of course Coordinations constructed in this way are not first-class entities and do not realize all the potential that Artifacts have.

To implement true Coordination Artifacts as a new layer of the Cougaar middleware turns out to be a surprisingly simple procedure. The architecture needs to touch the Cougaar infrastructure only at two points. First, we need a new service to register new Artifacts and find available ones – in short, a Coordination Artifact Broker. Second, the facets of each Artifact need to translate between Blackboard objects and Rule-engine objects (Facts) in a coherent way (Figure 5). Implementing the Coordination Artifact Broker is obviously trivial. The second point touches at the heart of how Artifacts work in Cougaar: in a very real sense, the procedural code implementing the Facet classes for any given Artifact is all the Java code an Artifact developer needs to write (keeping in mind that the logic of the Coordination itself is expressed in a rule language like Jess).

To support this form of development, Role Player entities, which in Cougaar are typically Plugins, use a formulaic body of code for each Blackboard execution cycle: allow each Facet (through its corresponding Receptacle) to deal with changes to the Blackboard (this would typically result in corresponding fact changes); run the rule engine (this could result in changes to another Player’s Blackboard); allow each Facet (through its Receptacle) to deal with new state of the fact set.

Two general sorts of issues arise immediately. First, it is important to keep in mind that an Artifact instance is inherently a distributed object. A single conceptual Artifact is implemented as a collection of Java instances, one for each Agent that plays a role in it. This collection of Java instances is loosely coupled through Facets, and this distributed collection of Facets need to communicate with one another in a loosely coupled way. Cougaar Relays provide the support for this style of communication.

Secondly, inheritance of Coordination Artifact classes introduces some wrinkles both in the inheritance of procedural code (Facet implementations in particular) and
the inheritance of Rules. In general, the hierarchy of Coordination Artifact kinds has to be mirrored by a similar hierarchy of Facet kinds, although not all Artifact layers will introduce new Facet classes for every Role. Although somewhat inelegant, this presents no conceptual difficulties. In possible future developments we will consider generating skeleton code here.

By convention, the Rules at any given layer should be grouped together in a file. The Artifact or Role Player can then load these files dynamically. Using Rule files in this way provides a simple form of multiple inheritance, although care must be taken with firing order.

The ability to load any number of Rule files offers an opportunity for dynamic reconfiguration not unlike Aspects: newly loaded files of Rules can transparently modify existing behavior at the new layer. Other forms of cross-cutting can of course also be used at lower layers, through existing Cougaar mechanisms[6].

6. Coordination Artifact Architecture

In our current implementation of Coordination Artifacts, the top-level structure is isomorphic to Cougaar’s service-oriented-architecture (SOA) design:

- Coordination Artifacts are roughly analogous to Services in SOA. But unlike the generic Service interface, extensions of Coordination Artifacts (CAs) are used only to describe particular kinds of Artifacts, not in general to define extensions to the generic interface. In this sense Coordination Artifacts are also very roughly analogous to Components in the CORBA Component Model

- Coordination Artifact Providers describe entities that can find or make Coordination Artifacts of some particular kind. They are very similar to Service Providers in SOA.

- Coordination Artifact Brokers are registries for Coordination Artifact Providers. These registries are therefore very much like Service Brokers in SOA.

In addition, the CA design defines three other generic interfaces of interest:

- Role Player: Any given Coordination Artifact kind (as managed by a Coordination Artifact Provider) defines a set of Roles, and any client that wishes to connect to an Artifact must specify which Role it intends to play. All clients must therefore implement the Role Player interface, which describes callbacks that the CA might wish to invoke on a client, for instance to assert or retract facts.

- Receptacle: A Role Player’s access to a CA is mediated by an entity called a Receptacle, a term borrowed from the CORBA Component Model (CCM). A Receptacle is the Role Player’s perspective on the connection between it and some CA.

- Facet: The CA’s access to a Role Player is mediated by an entity called a Facet, a term also borrowed from CCM. A Facet is the CA’s perspective on the connection between it and some Role Player. Facets and Receptacles are always paired one to one. Facets are also the point at which inter-Agent communication occurs: a single conceptual Coordination Artifact is actually a distributed object, the pieces of which are linked together by Facets. The implication of this is that most of the real communications work of a Coordination Artifact is implemented in Facets.

![Figure 5: Coordination Artifact Components](image)

Figure 5: Coordination Artifact Components

The standard protocol for registering a new Coordination Artifact Provider would then be as follows (see Figure 5):

- The Provider looks up the Coordination Artifact Broker as an SOA service and registers itself as being available for use. (Fig 5, 1)

The standard protocol for requesting a connection to a Coordination Artifacts is:

- A Role Player looks up the Coordination Artifact Broker as an SOA service and requests to play a particular Role in a particular Coordination Artifact, where the latter is described by a type name and some qualifiers, possibly including QoS qualifiers. (Fig 5, 2)

- The Coordination Artifact Broker looks for a Provider that supports the given type. (Fig 5, 3)

- That Provider looks for an existing Coordination Artifact that matches the qualifiers, or creates one if none exists yet. (Fig 5, 4)

- The Coordination Artifact creates a Facet/Receptacle pair for the new connection and informs the Role Player of the Receptacle. (Fig 5, 5)

- At this point the Role Player is free to assert facts into the CA though the Receptacle; the Facets are free to communicate between one another; and the Facets are free to assert facts into a Role Player through the Receptacle. (Fig 5, 6)

The use of a rule language implies the existence of one or more rule engines. Where do these engines live? In the current implementation, each Role Player has its own engine. We locate the engine there because the coordination dependency logic in an Agent requires the ability to handle Rules in which the left hand side can refer to multiple Coordination Artifacts. By contrast, the inter-Agent dependencies inside an Artifact do not have this requirement, and in general cannot have it, because the Agents often reside in other JVMs.

The implications of locating the engine in the Role Player Agent are as follows:

- The Coordination Artifacts must be able to assert, retract, and modify Rules in that engine. For this reason, the Role Player interface supports these methods.

- Role Players must likewise be able to assert, retract, and modify Rules in another Player’s engine, and
it can only do this through the Artifact. The Receptacle interface therefore must support the same three methods. The duality now becomes particularly obvious.

- The key job of the Artifact now stands out clearly: it must be able to move facts from one engine to another, in a transactional way.
- The Role Player Rules need to be able to distinguish the origin of any given fact, i.e., which specific Role of all the Roles played by this Player asserted it. Put another way, the collection of Facts in the engine at any given time can be partitioned into equivalence classes, or fact-bases, of one per Role. We do this in the current implementation by explicitly defining a fact-base Fact type, asserting a fact-base fact for each Role, and tagging every other fact with a slot whose value is a fact-base Fact.

7. Coordination Artifact Life-Cycle

So far we have been looking at Coordination Artifacts structurally. In this section we look at them from a life-cycle perspective, with the following epochs: specification, implementation, construction, Role-binding, invocation, Role unbinding, and destruction. An explicit life-cycle gives Coordination Artifacts the hooks for adding QoS-adaptation. We will briefly describe the types of QoS-adaptation that are appropriate for each stage of the life cycle.

Specification time: In our architecture, the specification of an Artifact consists of its Roles and its identifying parameters. Roles are concerned with the underlying logic of the coordination. Parameters are in a general way concerned with distinguishing any pair of Artifacts of the same kind. Parameters are a natural place to specific dynamically determined QoS requirements. At Role-binding time, the Artifact Provider can then use these requirements to construct a suitably configured Artifact instance (this remains for future work).

Implementation time: The bulk of the implementation of a Coordination Artifact type consists of two parts. The coordination logic is implemented in a Rule language, e.g., Jess. This describes the relationships between the Artifact’s Roles. The Cougaar infrastructure linkage is implemented in Java in the Facet code, and is generally concerned with the translation between Blackboard objects and Facts. In future work, Facet code might be partially generated from an abstract specification, something like the way the CORBA IDL compiler generates stubs and skeletons from abstract interface descriptions.

The core implementation of the Coordination Artifact class itself is generally very simple: it merely needs to create the right sort of Facet for each Role. The implementation of the Coordination Artifact Provider is the point at which support for QoS-adaptation re-emerges. One of the key features of QoS-adaptive code is the existence of multiple ways of undertaking a task, with each having different resource requirements and QoS properties. The Provider must add code for selecting the best choice based on the state of the underlying resources.

Construction time: Coordination Artifact Providers are created in two ways. Some Coordination Artifacts are loaded as Plugins and are therefore created in the same as any other Plugins. In the other case, some of the standard system/environment Artifact Providers are created as part of the Artifact Broker, and can therefore always be assumed to be available. In either case, when a Provider is created it must register itself with the Broker.

Role-bind time: Agents must find a Coordination Artifact and bind to a Role. During binding, the given Artifact Provider must find or make an Artifact matching the given QoS-requirements. Once a suitable Coordination Artifact exists, it binds a Facet/Receptacle pair of the right kind to the requesting Role player. At this point the connection between the Artifact and the client is visible from two perspectives: the Facet represents the Artifact’s perspective on the client, and the Receptacle represents the client’s perspective on the Artifact. This connection point allows Facts to pass between the Artifact and the client, and gives the Artifact limited access to the client’s Blackboard and rule engine.

Invocation time: Once binding is in place, the Agent interacts with the Coordination Artifact by asserting and retracting facts for its Role and by executing Facet methods (through the Receptacle) in a Blackboard transaction. Support for QoS adaptation can also come into play here by encoding QoS requirements, for example lifespans, in a fact’s slots. The Coordination Artifacts can use these QoS requirements to make tradeoff decisions for transferring facts between Roles. Groups of facts can be added in a transaction to maintain consistency or to help bundle facts for efficient transfer. High-level services can also be performed when facts are inserted. For example, facts can be translated to a different ontology or data structure based on the destination Role. Finally, if a remote Agent fails, the Coordination Artifact must reconcile the loss of a Role with the other Agents.

Role-unbind time: When an Agent no longer needs to play a Role it can unbind itself from the Coordination Artifact. The Role’s fact-base is removed from the Agent Blackboard. Unbinding may also cause facts to be changed or removed in other Roles’ rule engines.

Destruction time: When all Agent Roles been have unbound, the Coordination Artifact should be removed from the society.

8 Coordination Artifacts as a Unifying Interface to the Environment

Interaction with the physical environment is a job traditional Agent middleware has left to the Agents themselves, making the workload of these Agents potentially cumbersome. To alleviate this burden Coordination Artifacts should not only perform mediation between Agents but also interface to the underlying physical environment. A physical system may have existing code libraries that give access to some feature of the physical environment. When the library is implemented using a component-based system such as
Java Beans[11], the services are managed through the use of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). While the SOA approach offers an advantage over traditional language-based libraries, the services are often still too low-level to be used effectively by Agents, for example because of threading issues involving synchronous calls versus asynchronous callbacks. Therefore an additional layer is needed to convert from SOA services to the software style used to implement the Agent, such as a Blackboard interface. The interface to the physical environment is easily encapsulated via Coordination Artifacts, and consists of three layers: the physical environment itself, the existing interface libraries, and the infrastructure “glue”. Figure 6 shows how Coordination Artifacts can be implemented to interface between various kinds of external environments.

9. Time Sync and Traffic Matrix Example

As prototypical examples, two kinds of Coordination Artifacts were implemented: a wrapper for the Cougaar Alarm Service and a generic multicast query-response.

The alarm Artifact is an example of the use of CA methodology to encapsulate communication between an Agent and the computing environment. The Alarm Artifact allows the use of time-based Rule logic: activity can be enabled only at given times, or delayed for a given time; in either case expressed either as relative offsets or as absolute time. The Alarm CA supports one role, known as sleeper. A Sleeper asserts an Alarm, the state of which changes from sleeping to expired at a specified time. An Alarm CA does not contribute any domain logic directly; rather, if an alarm expires when other domain conditions are satisfied, domain work is triggered. As is generally the case with rule systems, the exact order of these events is not relevant: no bookkeeping is required on the designer’s part to keep track of these various events and conditions.

The second prototypical CA is an abstract query-response multicast, in which each query can generate any number of responses. The query-response abstraction was further extended by two specific forms of query, TimeSync and TrafficMatrix.

The generic Query/Response Coordination Artifact is concerned with propagating queries to designated members of a Community, and gathering the responses to each query. The content of the query and the response are left indeterminate. The Roles of such an Artifact are clear: those of requestor and responder. The Facets for these Roles use standard Cougaar Community mechanisms to create relays of the right kind. These relays transmit the query and response facts back and forth. Finally, the rules are very simple: when a query fact appears in a requestor Role, that fact is propagated to all responders; when a response fact appears in a responder Role, that fact is propagated back to the requestor.

Specific kinds of Query/Response handle the next layer. In particular the Rules at this layer must translate between generic query and response facts into more specific varieties. Finally, the client Role Players define Rules of their own: how to respond to a query request (i.e., which response fact to generate) and how to process a completed query.

The TimeSync Coordination Artifact implements a simple barrier synchronization. The TimeSync CA specializes the generic Query/Response in several ways. First, it must determine in advance of posting a query how many responses it expects. Second, it waits until that many responses have come in before the query is considered to be finished. Finally, the content of the query and response are empty, since the point of the query is simply synchronization (ordinarily, queries and responses would consist of domain-specific data).

The TrafficMatrix Coordination Artifact merges locally gathered inter-Agent message statistics into a global matrix. In this case, the CA specializes the generic
Query/Response primarily by means of content: the query content is empty, since the CA itself implies the query. The response content is domain-specific: the traffic data from the responding Agent. Unlike the TimeSync CA, in which a query finishes when enough responses have been received, a TrafficMatrix query finishes after a predetermined length of time; late responses are ignored. This implies the use of a supporting Alarm artifact.

As an example of an Agent coordinating three Coordination Artifacts, we implemented a prototype that uses the TimeSync and TrafficMatrix Coordination Artifacts together with a supporting Alarm. In this example, the domain logic includes four Roles and two Coordination Artifacts, each with its own Cougaar Community. One Agent simultaneously plays two of those Roles, coordinating between them (see Figure 7). This Agent plays the responder Role on a TimeSync Artifact and the requestor Role in a TrafficMatrix Artifact; whenever it receives a TimeSync query it generates a TrafficMatrix query. Jess rules for this coordination appear below in Figure 8. The support logic includes an Alarm and its associated Role.

![Figure 7: Sequence Diagram of an Agent as Coordination](image)

There are several interesting points to note:

**Fact bases**: Earlier we described the partitioning of collections of facts into Fact Bases. Such a partition is represented in Jess as a fact-base Fact. The existence of such a Fact implies not only that the Agent running this code plays a role in some CA, but also that the connection to the CA has been successfully established. This provides a very convenient mechanism for dividing the Rule space into logical parts and running the Rules for each part only when appropriate.

**Call-outs for domain processing**: At two points in the rule logic, once on the query side and once on the response side, the Agent must do some more-involved computation. Rather than implement this computation awkwardly in a rule language, we rely on tight integration between Rules and Java.

**Alarms**: The example in Figure 8 also shows the use of Alarm artifacts to link the TimeSync and TrafficMatrix. When an Agent playing the Responder role in a TimeSync CA receives a TimeSync Query, it will generate a TrafficMatrix Query, swap the rate matrix, and set an alarm for 10 seconds (first Rule). As the TrafficMatrix Responses arrive, they are processed (third Rule). When the alarm expires, the TrafficMatrix Query is considered done and a TimeSync Response is sent back to the TimeSync master (second Rule).

### 10. Overhead Analysis

Adding another layer to the Cougaar infrastructure to support Coordination Artifacts increases the overhead for inter-Agent interactions. This overhead occurs mainly in interfacing the Cougaar Blackboard with the new Agent rule engine and running the rule engine itself. Other processing needed to perform the Coordination is implemented in the same way that the ad hoc Coordination was performed without Coordination Artifacts. Note that binding to the CA does not have a big impact on performance, because binding is done once for the duration that an Agent is acting in a Role.

![Figure 8: Rules for TrafficMatrix Master](image)

Table 1 shows the results of running a simple query/response coordination using various society configurations. These measurements were performed on the prototype implementation of Coordination Artifacts, which has not been tuned for performance. The hosts were 2.6GHz, single processor Pentium 4’s with 2 GB of memory, running Linux. The network connection was 100Mbps Ethernet. The Cougaar version was B12_0 alpha.

The columns represent various types of Coordinations. No CA is the case where the Coordination was
implemented in the traditional *ad hoc* manner, *i.e.*, without the new CA layer. *With CA* is the case where the new CA layer was used to implement coordination. *Multicast CA* is the case where the Cougaar Community service was used to send the query to a Community of responders, though for this experiment only one responder was used.

The rows in Table 1 represent various computing environment configurations. 1-host 1-node is the case where both Agents were on the same host and in the same Java VM. This removes the biggest source of overhead, which is serializing inter-Agent messages. 1-host 2-node is the case where the Agents are on the same host but in different Java VMs. 2-host 2-node is where the Agents are on different hosts. Notice that the 2-hosts case has a higher query throughput, because some of the query processing can be done in parallel. The *No CA* column is consistent with previous Cougaar performance measurements[13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No CA</th>
<th>With CA</th>
<th>Multicast CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-host 1-node</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-host 2 nodes</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-hosts 2-nodes</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Inter-Agent Query/Responses for Various Society Configurations (Queries/Second)

As expected the CA overhead affects the 1-node case (50% decrease) more than the 2-node case (30% decrease). This is because the CA overhead is large relative to other Cougaar overhead. But as the 2-node case shows, the CA overhead is small relative to the overhead of serializing inter-Agent messages. We have not made measurements to determine the source of the CA overhead, but we do expect the overhead to lessen if we implement new logic providers that directly support Coordination Artifacts.

11. Related Work in Coordination Artifacts

Other projects have also used the notion of Coordination Artifacts to implement Agent-to-Agent communications, but their implementations fall short of full support of QoS-adaptation. TuCSoN’s Coordination Artifact system is a proposed extension to the FIPA inter-Agent communication standard[14]. TuSCoN [15, 16] is based on the use of *tuple-centers*[17]. TuSCoN is a descendant of Linda, which made popular the distributed *Tuple-spaces* paradigm[18]. Tuples are typed structures with a vector of typed data fields. Many distributed clients can add, request, or remove tuples from a logically centralized tuple space. TuSCoN extends this model into a *tuple-center*, which adds Prolog-like Rules to process tuples as they are added and removed from a center. The Rules become the behavior for the center.

Some research is available on how to add QoS-adaptation to Linda-like tuple-spaces. Limbo[19] adds two extensions to Linda to help QoS-Adaptation for mobile applications: (i) tuples and tuple requests are augmented with QoS attributes, such as time-outs, (ii) the global tuple-space is partitioned into multiple-named tuple-spaces that are restricted to a limited type of tuple. TSpaces[20] implements a standard centralized tuple-space, but it uses robust message-based middleware as its implementation infrastructure. Lime[21] adds a new operation called *reactor* that is triggered asynchronously based on the state of the tuple-space.

Coordination Artifacts should include all these features and more. To better support QoS-adaptation, we have extended Coordination Artifacts to include:

- *Addition of facts and Roles at design time*, which limits the kind of data that can be asserted to a Coordination Artifact and the relationships between the Roles being coordinated.
- *High-level services*, including data structure translation (future work).

Addition of facts and Roles at design time: We introduced two extensions at the interface between Coordination Artifacts and their clients. *Roles* are a typed portal into an artifact that assigns its operations to a specific part of the coordination. *Facts* add types and named slots to tuples to define the QoS requirements for handling the tuple. In this design, the artifact’s tuple center is further organized and divided into a *fact-base* per Role, providing control over data flows between Roles played by Agents. Figure 9 illustrates this partitioning.

![Figure 9: Tuple-Space vs. Fact-Role Implementations](image)

The advantage of partitioning an Artifact’s tuple space into fact-bases for each Role is threefold. First, the complexity of instructions and operations are reduced to focus on a specific type of Agent interaction with the Coordination Artifact. This interaction can have explicit QoS requirements associated with both the Role and the facts. Second, a Role’s fact-base is local to the client Agent playing that Role, so the direct interactions with the Coordination Artifact are not burdened with typical distributed system issues. In some sense, the local fact-base is a cache or proxy for the Coordination Artifact. Third, the Coordination Artifact can implement the coordination behavior by controlling the data flow among fact-bases. Since these data flows are distributed, and hence susceptible to physical constraints, they can have custom implementations using standard QoS-adaptive middleware [22, 23].

The main difference between a fact-Role implementation and the TuCSoN tuple-center approach is...
in how the data is moved between Agents. Both use a high-level language to define the behavior of the coordination, but in the fact-Role approach, the actions are specified as the composition of pre-existing components implemented in the Agent middleware. The underlying components can have robust implementations that include pragmatic handling of error conditions. Note that both schemes could have the same external interface to Roles, i.e. the restricted fact-bases. The main difference is in the implementation of the plumbing between fact-bases.

High-level services, including data structure translation [24]: This feature stems from the communication function of an artifact, which is to move data from one Role to another. A role can use various knowledge representations as appropriate for that Role’s function, because the Artifact acts as a translating mediator. An Artifact can do these translations based on the properties of the communication path. Moving ontology-based data structures will require further extensions to the Coordination Artifact approach in order to support an ontology standard such as OWL.

12. Conclusions

The structure of Agent interaction in a Multi-Agent Society can be understood as a set of relationships among Roles played by each Agent. By organizing coordinated sets of Roles into first-class systemic objects, i.e., into Coordination Artifacts, the design of both Agents and the communication between them, as represented by those Artifacts, can be simplified. The resulting Artifacts provide an ideal place for handling systemic issues, including the dynamic adaptation to changes in Quality of Service. Finally, Coordination Artifacts can readily be implemented using existing Agent infrastructure.
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